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(57) ABSTRACT 

A method to play a betting race game determined by multiple 
rounds of random numbers. It allows a player to start anytime 
an individually set up race by Submitting a bet slip on which, 
besides bet type and amount, a race course is printed. The 
player marks one finish line for each racer. Bet slips will be 
approved by a computer to issue bettickets. Random numbers 
will be drawn to advance all applicable bet ticket racers. The 
ticket holder of a hanging multi-race bet has the option to 
trade in Some percentage of hanging bet for credit to place 
make-up bets. The winning probability of every bet and the 
calculation of payoff and credit will be provided. An auto 
matic computer/video version of the game is included. 
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Win/Place/Show Bets: 13 $10.00 per bet Total amount: S130.00 
Race starts at Draw 37 2nd advancement at Draw 67 3rd advancement at Draw #97 
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Win / Exocto/Tricto DrCW inteWO between WO OCMOncements EEE 
Amount per bet; SO. O. Sl Total amount; SO 
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1st 92.39 s 628 a 2nd CD (2) 
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CD (2) (3) 

Win/Exacta?tricta Bets: 566 $1.00 per bet Total amount: $180.00 
Race starts at Draw 28 2nd advancement at Draw 63. 3rd advancement at Draw 98 
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FIG, 3A 
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Race starts at Draw #32 Race starts at Draw 32 
2nd Advancement at Draw #57 2nd Advancement at DraW 57 
3rd Advancement at Draw #82 3rd Advancement at Draw 82 

CD (2) (3) (2) (5) 6 O2 (8) (9) CD (2) (3) (4) (S 6) CZ) (8 (9) 

FIG. 4A 

Race starts at Draw #32 
2nd Advancement at Draw 57 
3rd Advancement at Draw 82 

Win CD (2) GS) (4) (S) (6) CZ) (8) (9) 
Placec) (2) (3) (4) GS) (6) C2 GB (9) 
ShOWOD (2) (3) (4) (S 6) (2) (8 (9) 
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Win/Pace/Show Bets: 966 $0.10 per bet Total amount: S32.40 
Race 1 starts at Draw #37 Race 2 starts at Draw 67 Race 3 starts at Draw 97 
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FIG. 5A 
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WinPlaceShoW Bets: 966 $0.10 per bet Total amount: $32.40 
Race 1 starts at Draw 37 Race 2 starts at Draw 67 Race 3 starts at Draw 97 
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Win/Exacta/Tricta Bets: 752836 $0.01 per bet Total amount: S756.00 
Race 1 starts at Draw #37 Race 2 starts at Draw 67 Race 3 starts at Draw 97 
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FIG. 6A 
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Win/Exacta/Tricta Bets: 75'28"36 $0.01 per bet Total amount: S756.00 
Race 1 starts at Draw 37 Race 2 starts at DraW 67 Race 3 starts at Draw 97 
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Drow #4 
No. 1: 4 No. 2: 2 No. 3: 1 No. 4; 3 No. 5; 2 No. 6; 5 No. 7: 4 No. 8: 2 No. 9: 5 

DOW #5 
No, ; 3 No. 2: 3 No. 3: 4 No. 4: 5 No. 5: No. 6; 4 No. 7: 2 No. 8: No. 9: 6 

DroW #16 
No. 1: 5 No. 2: 1 No. 3: No. 4: 6 No. 5: 2 No. 6: No. 7: 3 No. 8: 5 No. 9: 3 
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No. 1; 2 No. 2; 4 No, 3: 5 No. 4: 3 No. 5: 4 No. 6; 2 No. 7: 5 No. 8: 2 No. 9: 4 

FIG. 7 

ACCOUnt XXX 

Bolonce SXXX.xx 
Ticket Type Stort Stotus POyout 
#l 2-ROce Win/Ploce/Show Drow #1 Out SXXXX 
#2 3-ROCe Win/EXOcto/TrictO DrCW #l Out nil 
#3 -Roice Win/Ploce/Show Drow #1 Out SXXXX 
#4 3-Roce Win/EXOcto/Tricta Drow #2 hanging nil 
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Track: 14 15 1614 15 1614 1516 

WN #1 2 3 4 #5 #6 #7 #8 #9 
344374.156619 O73O85.158262O73987.034041.094398 044800020434 
$2.90 $6.38 S13.68 $6.32 $13.52 $29.38 S10.59 $22.32 $48.94 

PLACE #1 2 #3 i4 #5 #6 #7 #8 #9 
513453,337302.190990.325248.1796.08.092888.201585.1 O6489 .052437 
$1.95 $2.96 $5.24 $3.07 $5.57 $10.77 $4.96 $9.39 $19,07 

SHOW #1 #2 #3 4. 5 #6 #7 #8 #9 
611379 54.2104.34.85114.78683.296362.168433.294705 - 169411.090412 
$1.64 $1.84 $2.87 $2.09 $3.37 $5.94 $3.39 $5.90 $11.06 

FG. 9A 

Track: 12 13 11 13 11 13 10 1111 

WIN #1 2 #3 4. #5 6 #7 #8 #9 
235755.096587.205542038701 124396.015590 160630.065831.056967 
$4.24 S10.35 $4.87 $25.84 S8.04 $64.14 S6.23 S15.19 $17.55 

PLACE 1 2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 E8 9 
3756O7.219431.391433.134805.269104,073448,283339 1384.141 14417 
$2.66 $4.56 $2.55 S7.42 $3.72 $13.62 $3.53 $7.22 $8.74 

SHOW #1 2 #3 4. #5 #6 #7 8 #9 
462837.376988.544523 252601 396992.153973 400296.227091.184698 
$2.16 $2.65 $1.84 S3.96 $2.52 S6.49 $2.50 $4.40 S5.41 

FIG. 9B 

Track: 99 5 11 1078.98 

WIN #1 2 3 4. #5 #6 #7 #8 h9 
189544.135310594915.007289 013311038757.01.1533-004485.004858 
$5.28 $7.39 $1.68 $137.20 S75.13 $25.80 $86.71 $222.99 $205.86 

PLACE #1 #2 #3 i4 #5 #6 #7 #8 #9 
.320893.27.1402.802713.051834.O92981 .274689 .097819.041208.046461 

$3.12 $3.68 $1.25 $19.29 $10.75 $3.64 $10.22 $24.27 $21.52 

SHOW #1 2 3 4. 5 6 #7 8 #9 
428271.436916 .879592.134814.170947 .446335.240727.118739 143659 
$2.33 $2.29 $1.14 $7.42 $5.85 $2.24 $4.15 $8.42 $6.96 
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Track: 15 1416 12 15 16 13 1413 

WN #1 2 3 i4 #5 6 #7 8 #9 
160231.195164.052039.30478O.O4801 1 021946 .105335048499.063994 
$6.24 $5.12 S19.22 $3.28 $20.83 $45.57 S949 $20.62 $15.63 

PLACE #1 2 #3 i4 5 6 #7 8 9 
299388 .345979 129766 482636 -128179 063513244332 129838-176369 
$3.34 $2.89 S7.71 S2.07 S7.80 $15.74 $4.09 $7.70 $5.67 

SHOW #1 2 3 #4 #5 #6 #7 8 9 
418618.531571 .265038,615478 .232259.124534 .342505202601.267398 
$2.39 $1.88 $3.77 $1.62 S4.31 $8.03 $2.92 $4.94 $3.74 

F.G. 1 OA 

Track: 131415 12 1415 14 11 13 

WIN #1 2 #3 4. 5 6 #7 8 #9 
.276566.124.703,058939 .214596054489 .025995.040473.175024.029215 

$3.62 $8.02 $16.97 $4.66 $18.35 $38.47 $24.71 $5.71 $34.23 

PLACE #1 #2 3 4. #5 6 7 #8 #9 
429684 .255512.136827 .390970.143883 073894. 112933-3453721 10923 
$2.33 $3.91 $7.31 $2.56 $6.95 $13.53 $8.85 $2.90 S9.02 

SHOW #1 2 3 4 5 #6 #7 8 #9 
562396.447428.266482.527430.239294 .129330-175333.460331.191975 
$1.78 $2.23 $3.75 $1.90 $4.18 $7.73 $5.70 $2.17 $5.21 

FIG 10B 

Track: 12 15 14 14 11 13 15 12 14 

WIN #1 2 3 4. 5 #6 #7 i8 9 
380553.061965.089642.O72727-245483 050990 O13534.O71478-013627 
$2.63 $16.14 $11.16 $13.75 S4.07 $19.61 $73.89 $13.99 $73.38 

PLACE 1 2 #3 i4 #5 6 #7 #8 9 
.536811.159782.2O6759.173O83.452392.167423.05OO35. 196217.057498 

$1.86 $6.26 $4.84 $5.78 $2.21 $5.97 $19.99 $5.10 $17.39 

SHOW #1 2 3 4. #5 6 #7 #8 #9 
.664117.33529O.362356290502.579949 .269609.092022.299431.106725 

$1.51 $2.98 $2.76 $3.44 $1.72 $3.71 $10.87 $3.34 $9.37 

F.G. 10C 
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Track: 14 16 11 10 15 12 13 15 11 
TRICTA 

j 6-1 6-2 6-j-3 6-4 6-j-5 6-j-6 6-j-7 6-j-8 6-j-9 
1 .005347 OO4460.001149 000146 OOOO96.OOOO28.000026 
2 002716.000647.000081 000047.000013 000011 
3.00007OOOOO19 O08846 001143 000818.000247.000239 
4.000177.OOOO49 OOOO33 OO27O6 OO1986 OOO606 .000597 
5 OOOO24 OOOOO7 OOOOO4.OOOOO1 OOO336.OOOO97.000086 
6 
7 
8 
9 

OOOOO3 

OO 1303005193 
OO1545 

OO2882.OOO980 OO152O.OOO523 OOOO7 
O00850.000288.0004:45.000153.000021 
OO7235.0024.33 OO4313 OO1688 OOO2O3 

OOOO18 
OOO23OOOOO69 FIG. 11A 

Track: 13 15 15 12 13 12 11 13 12 
EXACTA 

i- i-2 i-3 i-4 -5 i-6 -7 i-8 i-9 
O34439.027057.072732O32855.032057,025645 007944. O08025 

OO8858.022152.009900-00951O.007546.0O2334.002349 
O22152.009900-00951O.OO7546 002334 002349 

O5601 3.055568.046147.01.3600.04436 
O32057-025.645 OO7944 008025 

O461470.136OOO14436 
O22667 O25101 

O08025 

OO2294 
.002294 OOO734 
O197O2.OO5962.OO4138 
OO7855.002516 OO1540 OO1505 
O19702005962 004138.007823-003321 
O42290 012438 OO9166 .020981-009242.008689 
OO7855.002516 OO1540.OO1505.000510.000261,000110 
.019702.005962.004138.007823.003321.002944.002232.000684 FIG. 11B 

Track: 16 1415 15 15 14 14 14 13 
TRICTA 

2-j-1 2-j-2 2-j-3 2-j-4 2-j-5 2-j-6 2-j-7 2-j-8 2-j-9 . 
.009931.003862.001512.000649.000221 OOOO75 000028 

.0022.45 - 021551 013425.010921-006344 0.03844.003333 

.0022.45 - .001735 0.13425.010921 OO6344.0.03844.003333 

.0022.45 - .001735.000988 .010921 -006344.003844.OO3333 
OO3959 -- 003137 OO1813.001067 .009979.006205.005655 
OO3959 OO3137.001813.001O67.000770 .006205.005655 
OO3959 003137.001813.00.1067.00077OOOO401 OO5655 
OO6792 .005487 OO32O5 OO1902.001381 000722.000379 

O10817.003324.001301.000512.000221 000075 000028 
O10346.004O67 OO1605.000693 OOO236.OOOO87 

OO4453.001756.000758 .000259 OOOO95 
0O2702.001167 .000398.000147 

5000064.000022.000005 OOOOO1 .001796 .000613.000226 
6.000138 000049 000011 OOOOO3 000001 00.1333 000491 
7 - - - - - - - - - 
8003959 OO3751.001565.000921.000550 000401 
9 OO6792 OO6581 002767 OO1642.000985.000722 

1 
2.OOOO24 
3.000027 000009 
4.000041.000015.OOOOO3 

.000379 FIG. 11C 
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FG, 2A 

FIG. 2B 

e=4+(n+1)n/2+(n+1)x/10" for 10<x with integer n satisfying 10<x<10" 
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NON-PAR-MUTUEL RACE GAME WITH 
INDIVIDUAL FINISH LINES 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. This is a continuation of application Ser. No. 
11/299,132 filed on Dec. 12, 2005, abandoned as this one is 
filed. This application uses the framework of my application 
Ser. No. 08/691,944, filed on Aug. 5, 1996, now U.S. Pat. No. 
5,795.226, granted on Aug. 18, 1998. The inventor's name 
was misprinted as Chen Yi. A certificate of correction was 
issued on Nov. 24, 1998. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002 1. Field of Invention 
0003. This invention relates to games of chance, more 
specifically, to methods of playing a betting race game deter 
mined by multiple rounds of random numbers. 
0004 2. Prior Art 
0005. As far as playing surface is concerned every game 
with a plurality of racers is prior art. As far as betting is 
concerned, any game of chance, Such as keno, lottery, rou 
lette, bingo is prior art. As far as technology is concerned 
games requiring bet slips and computer data processing Such 
as those at racetrack or shown in patents listed in the Infor 
mation Disclosure Statement are prior art. But no known race 
game has allowed bettors to scratch a racer and to assign own 
preferred finish line for each racer, let alone simply by means 
ofabet slip. There is no gaming operation generating random 
numbers to determine racer advancements of various race 
courses simultaneously. 
0006 3. Objects and Advantages 
0007. The initial object is to improve the game presented 
in U.S. Pat. No. 5,795.226. Its non-automatic version requires 
a 8' by 8" table to set up a race course with betting sections, an 
exquisite rolling dice box to generate random numbers, and 
so on, all made-to-order only. Its operation requires several 
workers. All this means high cost which will result in high 
house edge. Besides, there is always only one fixed race 
running for all players to bet on. 
0008. This improvement gets rid of any playing table by 
printing the race course on a bet slip. 
0009. This improvement allows a player to start a race 
anytime with own preferred number of racers and preferred 
finish lines and to place all kinds of bets just as in U.S. Pat. No. 
5,795,226. 
0010. This improvement allows a game operator to gener 
ate random numbers draw by draw for all racers in any indi 
vidually set up race course to advance. It also allows a player 
to determine which upcoming draws of random numbers to be 
effective on the own set-up race so that make-up bets can be 
placed at leisure between two rounds of advancements or 
between two races. 
0011 Casinos have taken advantage of computer technol 
ogy to bring out a variety of slots/video-game machines. But 
basically they are only attractive to really simple-minded 
people. Sophisticated players never touch them because they 
are all similar to poker or blackjack while hidden random 
outcomes may be manipulated despite undergovernment rul 
ing and testing control. 
0012 Mutuel handles show that nowadays horse players 
are fond of exotic bets like pick 3, pick 4. Holding a hanging 
ticket, better players place make-up bets which can result in 
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Sure net win regardless of any following race outcome. But no 
matter how skillful plus insider information, the high 20% 
average take-out makes every experienced player ultimately a 
helpless loser. 
0013 At a racetrack the operator doesn't care who win and 
how much. The situation changes when it is non-pari-mutuel. 
Any payoff is operator's loss. Every big hanging bet is a 
burden which the operator wants to reduce. In order to avoid 
an eventual huge payoff the operator should allow players to 
give up a certain percentage of a hanging bet in exchange for 
credit to place make-up bets that may result in a Sure profit of 
less amount. 
0014 Thus, it is time for the gaming industry to provide a 
low house edge non-pari-mutuel race game that attracts 
today's Sophisticated players. This invention requires easily 
made-to-order equipments or existing kenoflottery facilities 
with minor changes. It's extremely low operation cost allows 
attractively low house edge. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0015 The invention provides a race game with a race 
course as playing Surface printed on a bet slip. On a bet slip, 
besides wagering selections, a player must set up a race by 
marking one finish line for each of for example, nine racers. 
Any racer without marked finish line will be scratched from 
the race. In order to place make-up bets at leisure between two 
racer advancements or between two races, a player also 
selects a draw interval to determine when an upcoming ran 
dom number draw shall be effective on the own set-up race. 
There are wagering machines connected to a computer to 
examine bet slips, to print bet tickets, to store and process 
wagering and all necessary racing data, inclusive payoffs. 
0016. The game requires a random number generator Such 
as a set of nine keno bowls—one bowl per racer , each 
containing equally many, say, five copies of balls numbered 1 
to 6. An operatorin charge will use it to produce an ordered set 
of nine random numbers per draw, to display them on moni 
tors and input into the computer. After a draw, the computer 
and each player advances racers of the race on bet ticket 
according to the corresponding random numbers. Any bet 
ticket holder can let a wagering machine print out the progress 
of an own set-up race. The operator doesn’t need to pay 
attention to the progress of wagering or racing, just produces 
another draw of random numbers after a regulated period of 
time. 
0017. A multi-race bet becomes or remains hanging if it 
contains a winner in the last race and thus has a chance to be 
a winner at the end. A hanging bet holder has the option to 
give up a certain percentage of the original bet in exchange for 
placing free make-up bets, called credit bets. 
0018 Probability formulae as well as how to calculate 
payoffs and credits will be provided. 
0019. The invention also includes an automatic video/ 
computer version of the game. 

DRAWINGS 

0020 FIG. 1 is a flowchart illustrating the game process. 
(0021 FIG. 2 is a 1-race Win/Place/Show bet slip. 
0022 FIG. 2A is a 1-race Win/Place/Show bet ticket. 
(0023 FIG. 3 is a 1-race Win/Exacta/Tricta bet slip. 
0024 FIG. 3A is a 1-race Win/Exacta/Tricta bet ticket. 
0025 FIG. 4A is an updated race course after the 1st round 
of advancements. 
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0026 FIG. 4B is an updated race course after the 2nd 
round of advancements. 
0027 FIG. 4C show the progress of a race. 
0028 FIG. 5 is a multi-race Win/Place/Show bet slip. 
0029 FIG. 5A is a multi-race Win/Place/Show bet ticket. 
0030 FIG. 5B is a twice revised multi-race Win/Place/ 
Show bet ticket. 
0031 FIG. 6 is a multi-race Win/Exacta/Tricta bet slip. 
0032 FIG. 6A is a multi-race Win/Exacta/Tricta betticket. 
0033 FIG. 6B is a twice revised multi-race Win/Exacta/ 
Tricta bet ticket. 
0034 FIG. 7 shows a display of random numbers. 
0035 FIG. 8 shows an account/activity statement. 
0036 FIGS. 9A, 9B, 9C are Win/Place/Show probability 
and payoff tables. 
0037 FIGS. 10A, 10B, 10C are Win/Place/Show prob 
ability and payoff tables. 
0038 FIGS. 11A, 11C are Tricta probability tables. 
0039 FIG. 11B is an Exacta probability table. 
0040 FIG. 12A is a line graph to show house edge formula 
e=2+X/2 for 0<x<=5 and e-4.5+(x-5)/10 for 5<x<=10 where 
X is the inverse of winning probability. 
0041 FIG.12B is a line graph to show house edge formula 
e=4+(n+1)*n/2+(n+1)*X/10 (n+1) for x<10 within the unique 
integer satisfying 10n-X=<10 (n+1) wherex is the inverse of 
winning probability. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED PLAYING 
SURFACE AND THE RACE 

0042. The invention provides a race course 10 as playing 
surface printed on a bet slip as shown in FIGS. 2, 3, 5 and 6. 
The race course contains seventeen numbered strips 11. Strip 
0 is where all racers 12 are located to start. Lying in front of 
every racer is one circle in each strip. All and only those 
circles lying straight ahead of a racer form the racetrack for 
that racer to advance. The player marks to select one circle for 
each racer as finish spot/line. Any racer without a marked 
circle in front will be scratched from the race. 
0043. There are wagering machines connected to a com 
puter to examine bet slips and issue bet ticket as shown in 
FIGS. 2A, 3A, 5A and 6A. There is a random number gen 
erator to produce an ordered set of nine numbers per draw. 
When a bet ticket is issued, the immediately following draw 
will be effective on racers of a 1-race ticket and on racers of 
Race 1 in a multi-race ticket. The draw number to start the 
race will be printed on the ticket. Racers advance one after the 
other, staring from racer 1, as many spots as random number 
indicating. A random number has no effect if its correspond 
ing racer is scratched. Which one of the following draws will 
cause the next round of advancement depends on the type of 
abet and/or player's preference marked on the bet slip. In the 
case of multi-bet, every draw following the first round of 
advancements causes the next round of advancements until 
the end of that race. For a 1-race bet, the player marks to select 
a number for draws between two advancements, if, for 
example, 30 is selected, and if the draw number to start the 
race is n, then the first advancement takes place at Draw fin, 
the second advancement takes place at Draw #(n+30), and the 
third advancement takes place at Draw #(n+60). All other 
advancements needed to finish a race will takes place imme 
diately following the third one. The Draw it to start 2nd 
advancement, 3rd advancement will be printed on the bet 
ticket such as shown in FIGS. 2A and 5A. For a multi-race bet 
the player marks to select one number for the interval of draws 
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between two races, if, for example, 35 is selected, and if the 
draw number to start Race 1 is n, then the whole sequence of 
advancements for Race 1 takes place from Draw in, the 
whole sequence of advancements for Race 2 takes place from 
Draw #(n+35), and the whole sequence of advancements for 
Race 3 takes place from Draw #(n+70). The Draw it to start 
Race 2 and Race 3 will be printed on bet ticket as shown in 
FIGS. 3A and 6A. The draw interval numbers 25, 30, 35 etc. 
are set under the assumption that draws will take place every 
half a minute so that selecting 30 for a 1-race game will allow 
a player about 15 minutes to place make-up bets between two 
advancements. Selecting 35 for a multi-race game will also 
allow about 15 minutes to place make-up bets between two 
races. A race ends when three racers reach their finish lines. 
0044) The random numbers of every draw will be input 
into the computer connected to all wagering machines to 
record all advancements for every race on a bet ticket. Since 
a racer's advancement is equivalent to the retreat of its finish 
spot/line, to record a race, it's practical to keep all racers in 
line 0 and reset their finish lines based on advancements. On 
request of a bet ticket holder, the computer will print out 
updated finish lines for a race in process as shown in FIGS. 4A 
and 4B, or for a whole race as shown in FIG. 4C. 

Description of Placing Bets 

0045. There are 1-, 2- and 3-race Win/Place/Show bets 
using a bet slip as shown in FIGS. 2 and 5; and 1-, 2- and 
3-race Win/Exacta/Tricta bets using a bet slip as shown in 
FIGS. 3 and 6. Besides, there are credit bets using hanging 
multi-race ticket. 
0046. On a bet slip the player sets up one or more race 
courses as explained in Description of the preferred playing 
Surface and the race. 
0047 On a betslip the player marks either one amount per 
bet or one total bet amount except in the case of credit bet 
where credit must be marked. All bets on a slip have the 
same per bet amount. 
0048. Ahead of explaining how to mark bet slip for a 
specific Win/Place/Show or Win/Exacta/Tricta bet it is nec 
essary to introduce the following terminology. A bet placed 
by marking, for example, spot 13 in FIG. 2, involving raceri, 
will be referred to as a 13(i) bet. The same is true if 13 
replaced by another numeral like 14, 15 or 24 and i is replaced 
by jork. In the case of more than one spot being marked for 
a bet, such as both spot 13 involving racer i and spot 14 
involving racer are marked, it will be referred to as a 13(i) 
14() betas well as a 13(i) bet or 14() bet Besides, a prime will 
be put behind the numeral to denote that it is a credit bet. 
0049. To place 1-race Win/Place/Show bets: The player 
marks to select one or several spots 13, 14, and/or 15. Each 
selection counts one bet. A Win bet on racer i is a 13(i) bet. A 
Place bet on racer j is a 14() bet. A Show bet on racer k is a 
15(k) bet. Let #13(i), #14(j) and #15(k) denote respectively 
the number of 13(i), 14() and 15(k) selections. There are 
iRace1=#13(i)+il 14()+il 15(k) bets. 
0050. To place 1-race Win/Exacta/Tricta bets: The player 
marks to select one or several spots 13, 14, and/or 15. If one 
spot 15 is selected, then at least one spot 14 must be selected. 
If one spot 14 is selected, then at least one 13 must be selected. 
If there are only spot 13 being selected, then all bets are Win 
bets. If there are only spots 13 and 14 being selected, then all 
bets are Exactebets. If there are spots 13, 14 and 15 being 
selected, then all bets are Tricta bets. In the case of Win bets, 
every selected racer i in spot 13 counts a bet. It is a 13(i) bet, 
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which wins if raceri finishes first. In the case of Exacta bets, 
every selected racer i in spot 13 and every selected racer in 
spot 14 with iz will be combined to form a 13(i)14() bet, 
which wins if raceri finishes first and racer finishes second. 
If the player wants only specific combinations of selected 
spots 13 with 14 instead of all possible, then it is necessary to 
use separate slips. For example, using one bet slip, you can bet 
racers 1 or 2 finishing first and racers 3 or 4 finishing second, 
This is four bets. If you just want one bet on racer 1 finishing 
first and racer 3 finishing second and another bet on racer 2 
finishing first and racer 4 finishing second, then you need to 
use two bet slips to place them separately. In the case of Tricta 
bets, every selected raceri in spot 13 and every selected racer 
jin spot 14 and every selected racer k in spot 15 with izzkzi 
will be combined to form a 13(i)14()15(k) bet. 
0051 Every marked 1-race bet slip will be examined and 
approved by a wagering machine in order to issue a betticket 
as shown in FIGS. 2A and 3A. The betticket shows selected 
finish line/spots, per bet amount, total number of bets, total 
betamounts and when the race starts, and the second and third 
advancements take place. All selected racers will be marked 
by “X”. 
0052 To place 2-race Win/Place/Show bets: The player 
does first just as placing 1-race bets; then marks to select one 
or several spots 23, 24, and/or 25. Every selection extends all 
bets placed in Race 1. If the player wants only specific bets on 
racers i, j, k to be extended in specific ways instead of all 
possible, then it is necessary to use separate slips. Selected i' 
in spot 23 will form Win-Win 13(i)23(i') bets, Place-Win 
4()23(i') bets, and/or Show-Win 5(k)23(i') bets. Selected 
racer' in spot 24 will form Win-Place 13(i)24(') bets, Place 
Place 14()24(') bets, and/or Show-Place 15(k)24(') bets. 
Selected racer k" in spot 25 will form Win-Show 13(i)25(k) 
bets, Place-Show 14()25(k) bets, and/or Show-Show 15(k) 
25(k) bets. Let #23 (i'), #24(') and #25(k) denote respectively 
the number of 23(i'), 24(') and 25(k") selections. Let 
#Race2=#23(i)+i24(1)+i25(k). There are #Race1 #Race2 
bets. Note that * is a multiplication sign. 
0053. To place 3-race Win/Place/Show bets: The player 
does first just as placing 2-race bets; then marks to select one 
or several spots 33,34, and/or 35. Every selection extends all 
bets placed in Races 1 and 2. If the player wants only specific 
bets on racers i, j, k, i', ', k to be extended in specific ways 
instead of all possible, then it is necessary to use separate 
slips. Selected racer i" in spot 33 will form Win-Win-Win 
13(i)23(i)33(i") bets, Place-Win-Win 14()23(i')33(i") bets, 
Show-Win-Win 15(k)23(i)33(i") bets, Win-Place-Win 13(i) 
24()33(i") bets, Place-Place-Win 14()24()33(i") bets, 
Show-Place-Win 15(k)24()33(i") bets, Win-Show-Win 
13(i)25(k)33(i") bets, Place-Show-Win 14()25(k)33(i") 
bets, Show-Show-Win 15(k)25(k)33(i") bets. Selected racer 
j" in spot 34 will form Win-Win-Place 13(i)23(i)34G") bets, 
Place-Win-Place 14()23(i)34(") bets, Show-Win-Place 
15(k)23(i)34(i") bets, Win-Place-Place 13(i)24()34G") 
bets, Place-Place-Place 14()24()34(") bets, Show-Place 
Place 15(k)24()34(") bets, Win-Show-Place 13(i) 25(k)34 
(") bets, Place-Show-Place 14()25(k)34G") bets, Show 
Show-Place 15(k)25(k)34G") bets. Show-Win-Show 15(k) 
23(i)35(k") bets, Win-Place-Show 13(i)24(1)35(k") bets, 
Place-Place-Show 14()24(1)35(k") bets, Show-Place-Show 
15(k)24()35(") bets, Win-Show-Show 13(i)25(k)35(k") 
bets, Place-Show-Show 14()25(k)35(k") bets, Show-Show 
Show 15(k)25(k')35(k") bets. Let #33(i"), #34G") and #35 
(k") denote respectively the number of 33(i"), 34(") and 
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35(k) selections. Let #Race3=#33(i")+i34(")+i35(k"). 
There are HRace1 HRace2HRace3 bets. 

0054) To place 2-race Win/Exacta/Tricta bets, the player 
does first just as placing 1-race bets; then marks to select spots 
23, 24, and/or 25. If one spot 25 is selected, then at least one 
spot 24 must be selected. If one spot 24 is selected then at least 
one spot 23 must be selected. Every selection extends all bets 
placed in Race 1. If the player wants only specific Race 1 bets 
to be extended in specific ways instead of all possible, then it 
is necessary to use separate slips. In the case of only spots 23 
being selected, every selected i' in spot 23 will form Win-Win 
13(i)23(i') bets, Exacta-Win 13(i)14()23(i') bets, and/or 
Tricta-Win 13(i)14()15(k)23(i') bets. In the case of only 
spots 23 and 24 being selected, every selected raceri' in spot 
23 and selected racer' in spot 24 where i'z' will form Win 
Exacta 13(i)23(i')24(') bets. Exacta-Exacta 13(i)14()23(i') 
24(') bets, and/or Tricta-Exacta 13(i)14()15(k)23(i')24() 
bets. If the player wants only specific combinations of 
selected racer i' with racer' instead of all possible, then it is 
necessary to use separate slips. In the case of spot 25 being 
selected, every selected raceri' in spot 23 and selected racer' 
in spot 24 and selected racer k'in spot 25 where i'z'zk'zi' will 
form Win-Tricta 13(i)23(i)24()25(k) bets, Exacta-Tricta 
13(i)14()23(i')24(')25(k) bets, and/or Tricta-Tricta 13(i)14 
()15(k)23(i')24(')25(k") bets. If the player wants only spe 
cific combinations of selected raceri' with racer' and racerk' 
instead of all possible, then it is necessary to use separate 
slips. Regardless of bet type, let iRace1 and iRace2 denote 
the number of bets in Race 1 and Race 2 respectively. The 
total number of 2-Race bets is #Race1*#Race2. 

0055. To place 3-race Win/Exacta/Tricta bets: The player 
does first just as placing 2-race bets; then marks to select spots 
33, 34, and/or 35. If one spot 35 is selected, then at least one 
spot 34 must be selected. If one spot 34 is selected, then at 
least one spot 33 must be selected. Every selection extends all 
bets placed in Races 1 and 2. If the player wants only specific 
Races 1 and 2 bets to be extended in specific ways instead of 
all possible, then it is necessary to use separate slips. In the 
case of only spot 33 being selected, every selected raceri" in 
spot 33 will form Win-Win-Win 13(i)23(i)33(i") bets, 
Exacta-Win-Win 13(i)14()23(i")33(i") bets, Tricta-Win-Win 
13(i)14()15(k)23(i)33(i") bets, Win-Exacta-Win 13(i)23(i) 
24()33(i") bets, Exacta-Exacta-Win 13(i)14()23(i)24(1)33 
(i") bets, Tricta-Exacta-Win 13(i)14()15(k)23(i)24()33(i") 
bets, Win-Tricta-Win 13(i)23(i)24(')25(k)33(i") bets, 
Exacta-Tricta-Win 13(i)14()23(i')24()25(k)33(i") bets, 
Tricta-Tricta-Win 13(i)14()15(k)23(i')24(i')25(k’)33(i") 
bets. In the case of only spots 33 and 34 being selected, every 
selected raceri" in spot 33 and racer" in spot 34 wherei"z" 
will form Win-Win-Exacta 13(i)23(i')33(i")34G") bets, 
Exacta-Win-Exacta 13(i)14()23(i)33(i")34G") bets, Tricta 
Win-Exacta 13(i)14()15(k)23(i)33(i")34G") bets, Win-Ex 
acta-Exacta 13(i)23(i')24()33(i")34(") bets, Exacta-Exacta 
Exacta 13(i)14()23(i)24(1)33(i")34G") bets, Tricta-Exacta 
Exacta 13(i)14()15(k)23(i)24()33(i")34(") bets, Win 
Tricta-Exacta 13(i)23(i')24(')25(k)33(i")34G") bets, 
Exacta-Tricta-Exacta 13(i)14()23(i')24()25(k)33(i")34G") 
bets, Tricta-Tricta-Exacta 13(i)14()15(k)23(i)24(')25(k)33 
(i")34(") bets. If the player wants only specific combinations 
of selected racer i" with racer" instead of all possible, it is 
necessary to use separate bet slips. In the case of spot 35 being 
selected, every selected raceri" in spot 33 and racer" in spot 
34 and racer k" in spot 35 where i"z"zk"zi" will form Win 
Win-Tricta 13(i)23(i)33(i")34G")35(k") bets, Exacta-Win 
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Tricta 13(i)14()23(i")33(i")34G")35(k") bets, Tricta-Win 
Tricta 13(i)14()15(k)23(i)33(i")34G")35(k") bets, Win 
Exacta-Tricta 13(i)23(i')24()33(i")34(")35(k") bets, 
Exacta-Exacta-Tricta 13(i)14()23(i')24()33(i")34G")35 
(k") bets, Tricta-Exacta-Tricta 13(i)14()15(k)23(i)24(')33 
(i")34(")35(k") bets, Win-Tricta-Tricta 13(i)23(i)24(')25 
(k)33(i")34(")35(k") bets, Exacta-Tricta-Tricta 13(i)14()23 
(i)24(')25(k)33(i")34(")35(k") bets, Tricta-Tricta-Tricta 
13(i)14()15(k)23(i')24(')25(k’)33(i")34G")35(k") bets. If 
the player wants only spectic combinations of selected racer 
i" with racer" and racer k" instead of all possible, then it is 
necessary to use separate slips. Regardless of bet type, let 
#Race1, HRace2 and iRace3 denote the number of bets in 
Race 1, Race 2 and Race 3 respectively. The total number of 
3-Race bets is HRace1 HRace2HRace3. 
0056. Every marked multi-race bet slip will be examined 
and approved by a wagering machine in order to issue a bet 
ticket as shown in FIG. 5A or 6A. The betticket shows per bet 
amount, total number of bets, total bet amounts and the draw 
numbers at which races start. Selected racers will be marked 
by “X”. No 3rd will be printed (see FIG. 6A) unless the bets 
are of type Tricta. Neither 2nd nor 3rd will be printed if 
the bets are of type Win. 
0057. A Win bet becomes winner if the selected racer 
finishes first. A Place bet becomes winner if the selected racer 
finishes first or second. A Show bet becomes winner if the 
selected racer finishes first, second or third. An Exacta bet 
becomes winner if both selected racers finish first and second 
as in selected order. A Tricta bet becomes winner if all three 
selected racers finish first, second, and third as in selected 
order. A multi-race bet wins if it contains a winner in each 
concerning race. 
0058. A multi-race bet becomes hanging if its Race 1 bet is 
a winner. A 3-race bet remains hanging if its Race 1 bet and 
Race 2 bet are each a winner. A hanging bet ticket holder has 
the option to give up a portion of hanging bet in exchange for 
credit to place so-called credit bets. 
0059. To place Race 2 credit bet after Race 1: A hanging 
bet ticket will be used as bet slip. The player marks to select 
credit percentage and either new slip or not. In the case of 
marking new, a new bet slip with desired racetrack set-up 
and bet selections must also be submitted where credit must 
be marked. The Race 2 credit modified by selected percentage 
on the hanging bet ticket will be evenly applied to all bets on 
the new slip. In the case of no new bet slip, the player marks 
new selections on the hanging betticket. All new and original 
selections will be mixed together to form any possible bets 
just as described above for the regular betting. Any combina 
tion other than an original one becomes a credit bet. The Race 
2 credit modified by selected percentage will be evenly 
applied to all credit bets. 
0060 Every hanging multi-race ticket used as Race 2 
credit betslip will be examined by a wagering machine so that 
a revised ticket as shown in FIG. 5B or 6B (note that these 
figures are also revised after Race 2) will be issued. The 
revised ticket shows original data, “X” on the selected credit 
percentage, and new selections marked with "+'. The first 
three finishers of Race 1 will be printed in gray color. In the 
case of using an additional new slip, a new regular bet ticket 
will be issued which is henceforth independent, but with 
Some carryover data from the original one. 
0061. To place Race 3 credit bet after Race 2: A hanging 
bet ticket will be used as bet slip. The player marks to select 
credit percentage and either new slip or not In the case of 
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marking new, a new bet slip with desired racetrack set-up 
and bet selections must also be submitted where credit must 
be marked. The Race 3 credit modified by selected percentage 
on the hanging bet ticket will be evenly applied to all bets on 
the new slip. In the case of no new bet slip, the player marks 
new selections on the hanging betticket. All new and original 
selections will be mixed together to form any possible bets 
just as described above for the regular betting. Any combina 
tion other than an original one becomes a credit bet. The Race 
3 credit modified by selected percentage will be evenly 
applied to all credit bets. 
0062 Every hanging 3-race ticket used as Race 3 credit bet 
slip will be examined by a wagering machine so that a twice 
revised ticket as shown in FIG.SB or 6B will be issued. The 
revised ticket shows original data, “X” on the selected credit 
percentage, and new selections marked with “= The first 
three finishers of Race 1 and Race 2 will be printed in gray 
color. In the case of using an additional new slip, a new 
regular bet ticket will be issued which is henceforth indepen 
dent, but with some carryover data from the original one. 

Description of Placing Bets as in U.S. Pat. No. 
5,795,226 

0063. In U.S. Pat. No. 5,795.226, using the preferred 
embodiment, there are nine racers. Racers 1 to 3 have each 14 
spaces to advance, racers 4 to 6 each 15 spaces, racers 7 to 9 
each 16 spaces. There are nine races. The racer carrying the 
race number moves first. There are Regular betting ahead of a 
race, Second Chance betting after the first round of advance 
ments, and Last Chance betting after the second round of 
advancements. To play the former Race i: The player sets up 
a race course using the former Raceri as Racer 1 with corre 
sponding finish line, the former Racer i+1 as Racer 2 with 
corresponding finish line, and so on, after 9 comes 1, cycli 
cally. On this slip the player places bets just as the former 
Regular ones with former Racer being replaced by Racer 
j-i--1, cyclically. After Draw 1, the player sets up a second 
race course on a new slip using the former Racer i+1 as new 
Racer 1 with corresponding finish line shortened as many 
spaces as already advanced, and the former Racer i+2 as new 
Racer 2 with corresponding finish line shortened as many 
spaces as already advanced, and so on, cyclically. On this 
second slip the player places bets as the former Second 
Chance ones with former Racer being replaced by Racerj-i, 
cyclically. After Draw 2, the player sets up a third race course 
on a new slip using the former Racer i+2 as new Racer 1 with 
corresponding finish line shortened as many spaces as already 
advanced, and the former Racer i+3 as new Racer 2 with 
corresponding finish line shortened as many spaces as already 
advanced, and so on, cyclically. On this third slip the player 
places bets as the former Last Chance ones with former Racer 
being replaced by Racer j-i-1, cyclically. 
0064. When the game is played using a table, the operator 
determines when to generate random numbers by watching if 
players are still making Second/Last Chance bets. Here the 
draws of random numbers take place automatically according 
to preset timing and probably fast. It also takes more time to 
mark a bet slip than simply to put bets on a table. So each 
player must select a suitable draw interval for individual race. 

Description of the Non-Automatic Game 

0065. The game proceeds as the flowchart in FIG. 1 shows. 
Players may start placing bet as specified in Description of 
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placing bets. The first ordered set of nine random numbers, 
called Draw #1, will be generated, displayed on monitors, and 
input into the computer for data processing. How a draw 
effects a race is specified in Description of the preferred 
playing Surface and the race. After a preset period of time, 
regardless of betting situation and racing progress in any bet 
ticket, the next draw of random numbers, called Draw #2 will 
be generated. Consequently, a new set of random will be 
displayed on monitors and input into the computer for data 
processing. Racers move accordingly. Similarly, Draws #3. 
#4, etc. will follow. 
0066. The computer's data processing includes recording 
the progress of every race on a bet ticket, and using Prob 
ability formulae to calculate Payoffs and credits for every 
bet as specified below. Players may cash payoff and stop 
playing anytime. 
0067. Unless pause or stop has been regulated and 
announced ahead, it will go on indefinitely The Draw it will 
grow accordingly. Any regulated stop of the game must allow 
every race in process to proceed to the end. 

Description of the Automatic Version 
0068 To play the automatic game one needs either a video 
game machine or a personal computer equipped with made 
to-order Software inclusive a random number generator. The 
computer is connected to a pointing device or touch screen 
monitor so that the action select below can be executed by 
means of the pointing device or finger touching. Selecting any 
icon/item on the display screen will either highlight it or result 
in a new display. Selecting a highlighted item is to cancel that 
selection. All figures printed on paper are Supposed to be 
black, white and gray. Now, on a monitor they can be quite 
colorful. 
0069. The game starts with the display of a bet slip as 
shown in FIG. 2 or 5 with additional icons/items named 
“Alternative slip”, “Ticket', and “Account'. But there is no 
draw interval selection. 
0070 Selecting “Alternative slip” will switch to a Wim/ 
Exacta/Tricta bet slip as shown in FIG.3 or 6 if the displayed 
one is Win/Place/Show, or conversely. 
0071. The player places bets on screen just as in the non 
automatic game. Then selects “Ticket' to submit. If the sub 
mitted slip is incomplete or contains error, there will be a 
message like Incomplete Please select per bet amount.'. 
requiring the player to make amendment. If the Submission is 
approved, a betticket as shown in FIG. 2A, 3A, 5A or 6A with 
additional icons “Go back”, “Go ahead'. 
0072. Selecting “Go back” will allow the player to make 
changes on the Submitted bet slip. 
0073. Selecting “Go ahead” will result in an official bet 
ticket with a ticket it and icons “Bet slip”, “Run”, “Account', 
but no draw number. 
0074. Selecting “Bet slip” will display a blank one to take 

bet. 
0075 Selecting “Run” will cause one draw of random 
numbers so that if it is a 1-Race ticket, all racers will advance 
accordingly, if it is a multi-race ticket, all racers of the fore 
most unfinished race will advance accordingly. However, the 
advancements will be shown by a new set of finish spots as 
specified in Description of the preferred playing surface and 
the race'. 
0076 Selecting “Account” will result in a display as 
shown in FIG. 8. It shows the available balance, and all 
betting activities since the opening of that account. 
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(0077. Here the player can select “Ticket it so and so to 
view that ticket and to run the race on that ticket or to place 
credit bets just as in the non-automatic game. 
0078 Selecting “Run' on Account Statement will cause 
one draw of random numbers so that racers on every existing 
1-race ticket as well as racers of the foremost unfinished race 
on any existing multi-race ticket will advance accordingly. 
The computer will update all finish spots. 
(0079) “Bet slip” is to require a new bet slip while “Exit” to 
end the game. 

Probability Formulae 
0080 Letg, h, i,j,k,l, m, n, S, u, x, y, Zbe natural numbers. 
We call the action of generating a random number from 1 to 6 
roll. 
I0081 A (n.s) sequence is a sequence of n rolled numbers 
whose Sum is S. For example, (2,5)-sequences are 14, 23.3 
2 or 41; (3,10) sequences are 13 6, 145, 15 4, 1 63,226, 
23 5, 2 44, 253,262, ... 6 1 3, 6 22 or 63 1. 
I0082 Let R(n.s) denote the total number of all possible 
(n,S)-sequences. 
I0083. Obviously, R(1,1)=R(1,2)=... =R(1,6)=1 and R(1, 
s)=0 for s>6 
I0084. In exactly 2 rolls we have s=2 by 1 1 only, and s=12 
by 66 only; thus, 

I0085. In exactly 2 rolls we have s—3 by 12 or 21, s=11 by 
5 6 or 65, thus 

I0086. In exactly 2 rolls we have s—4 by 13 or 22 or 31, 
s=10 by 46, 55 or 64, thus 

Similarly we have 

0088. For n>2 we derive a recursion formula as follows: 
I0089 Every (n,s)-sequence is a one-more-roll extension 
of a (n-1.k)-sequence where k is between S-6 and S-1. Thus, 

0090 Replacing S by S-1 we have 

Together 

R(n,s)=R(n,S-1)+R(n-1, S-1)-R(n-1S-7), a recursion 
formula. 

(0091. Note that R(n.s)=0 for sznor 6nks. 
0092. By the above formula we get all R(n,s) one by one as 
follows: 
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0131) 
second is 

The probability of Raceri finishing first and Racer 

... + A (g, i) : Bg (g, i, j) 

0.133 Let Cmon,i,j,k) be the probability of Racer k finish 
ing Tr(k) in competition in exactly n rolls after Racer i has 
finished first in m rolls or less and Racer finishing second in 
exactly m rolls. 

The probability of Racer finishing first or second is 

where ch(n,i,j,k), the chance of Racerk reaching the n-th roll, 
is equal to 1-all Cm (n,i,j,k) listed ahead, if any ordered as 
follows: The first n is mand the first k is j+1 which is 1 ifj=9. 
Let k run from j+1 to 9 and then from 1 to j-1, then increase 
n by one and run another cycle of k as before and so on till 
ng. 
0134) Note that, writing computer program to calculate, 
one has to set Cm (n,i,j,k)=0 when it is so, namely 

I0135 for i=jor i=k or j=k 
0.136 for nm and i- and k 
I0137 for nm and j<i 
I0138 for n mandj=1 
0.139 for n-m+1 and k-j<i 
0140 for n-m+1 and i=1 and ki 

0141. The probability of Racers i, j, k finishing first, sec 
ond and third respectively is 

T(i, j, k) = 

A (1,i): {B1 (1,i,j): C1 (1, i, j, k) + C1(2, i, j, k) + ... + C1(g, i, j, k) + 

B1 (2, i, j): C2(2, i, j, k) + C2(3, i, j, k) + ... + C2(g, i, j, k) + 

B1 (3, i, j): C3(3, i, j, k) + C3(4, i, j, k) +...+ 

... + B1(g, i, j): Cs (g, i, j, k)} + A (2, i) : 

{B2(2, i, j): C2C2, i, j, k) + C2(3, i, j, k) + ... + C2(g, i, j, k) + 

B2(3, i, j): C3(3, i, j, k) + C3(4, i, j, k) +... + C3(g, i, j, k) + 

B2 (4, i, j): C4(4, i, j, k) + C4(5, i, j, k) +...+ 

... + B2(g, i, j): Cs (g, i, j, k)} + 

A (3, i): {B3(3, i, j): C3(3, i, j, k) +...+...+ B3 ...} + 

A (4, i) : {B4(4, i, j) : ... + ...} +...+ 

A (g, i): Big (g, i, j): Cg(g, i, j, k) 

0142 
third is 

The probability of Racer k finishing first, second or 

S(k) = P(k) + T(1, 1, k) + T(1, 2, k) + T(1, 3, k) + 

... + T(1,9, k) + T(2, 1, k) + T(2, 2, k) + T(2, 3, k) +...+ 

T(2,9. k.) + T(3, 1, k) +...+...+...+ T(9, 8, k) + T(9,9, k) 
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0143. Note that the QBasic program File 91416 in U.S. 
Pat. No. 5,795.226 can be adjusted by resetting Tr(i) and other 
parameter values to calculate any probabilities of the above 
formulae. Set Tr(i)=0 to scratch Raceri. P(nl) in U.S. Pat. No. 
5,795.226 was defined slightly different from P(n,s) here, but 
all numerical values P(nl) in subroutine SUB calc2P are 
exactly P(n,s). Because the letter 1 is hardly distinguishable 
from the number 1, it has been replaced with shere. 
0144. Let's turn to the problem of chance being immaterial 
under the following assumptions: 1. There are 9 racers. 2. 
Tr(i)<=16.3. The race ends when three racers finish. Then 
ch(n,i), ch(n,i,j), and ch(n,i,j,k) are all immaterial for n>g 7 
for the following reason. The summation of R(7.7) to R(7,42) 
is 67=279936. Those of value less than 16 are: R(7.7)=1, 
R(7,8)=7, R(7,9)=28, R(7,10)=84, R(7,11)=210, R(7,12) 
=462, R(7,13)=917, R(7,14)=1667, R(7,15)=2807. Their 
sum is 6183. Thus, after seven rolls the chance of a racer 
having moved less than 16 spaces is 6183/279936<1/40. The 
chance of a race still having finished after 7 rolls is less than 
(/40) 7 (the exponent 7 stands for racers not for rolls). This 
means, using g7, the probability calculation erroris less than 
one billionth. Using today's computer, one can neglect the 
immaterial question, and let the calculation go on to g being 
equal to the maximal Tr(i). 

Payoff, Credit and House Edge Formula 

0145 Let Sabe per bet amount, e be house edge, and p1, 
p2, p3 be the winning probability of Races 1, 2 and 3 respec 
tively. Let iRace1, HRace2, #Race3 beas defined in Descrip 
tion of placing bets, iRace2crand iRace3cribe the numbers 
of Race2 and Race credit bets; and r2% and r3% be selected 
Race2 and Race3 credit percentages. 
0146 Based on house edge only to be applied once at the 
payoff: 
0147 Winning 1-Race bet with winning probability p 
pays Sa (100-e)%/p. 
0.148. Each of iRace22-Race bet becoming hanging after 
Race 1 earns credit Sa/p1 to be evenly applied to all Race 2 
credit bets modified by r2%. 
0149 Winning 2-Race regular bet pays Sa (100-e)%* 
(100-r2)%/(p1*p2). 
(O150 Winning credit bet on a 2-Race ticket pays Sb (10 
e)%*r2%/p2 where Sb is the total Race2 credit divided by 
HRace2cr. 

0151. Each of #Race2*#Race, 3-Race bet becoming 
hanging after Race 1 earns credit Sa/p1 to be evenly applied to 
all Race2 credit bets modified by r2%. 
0152 Each of iRace33-Race regular bet remaining hang 
ing after Race 2 earns credit Sa (100-r2)%/(p1*p2) to be 
evenly applied to all Race3 credit bets modified by r3%. 
0153. Each of HRace3 Race 2 credit bet on a 3-Race bet 
ticket becoming hanging after Race 2 earns credit Sb/p2 
where Sb is the total Race2 credit modified by r2% and 
divided by iRace2cr. This Sb?p2 will also be evenly applied to 
all Race3 credit bets modified by r3%. 
0154 Winning 3-Race regular bet pays Sa (100-e)%* 
(100-r2)%*(100-r3)0%/(p1*p2*p3). 
0155 Winning Race2 credit bet on a 3-Race ticket pays 
Sb*(100-e)%*(100-r3)%/(p2*p3) where Sb is the total 
Race2 credit modified by r2% and divided by iRace2cr. 
0156 Winning Race3 credit bet on a 3-race ticket pays 
Sc (100-e)%/p3 where Sc is the total Race3 credit modified 
by r3% and divided by iRacecr. 
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0157 So we just need to figure out a house edge formula 
that makes the game fair and attractive. 
0158. At a racetrack, experienced players check odds 
board before placing bets. For example, the current Win odds 
of horse Aare 9 to 1, that of Double on A&B arex to 1, and the 
morning line odds of B in the next race are 9 to 1. If x=99, then 
it makes no difference whether to place S20 Double on A&B 
or to place S20 Win on A first and then to place all cashed S200 
on B because the final payoff is anyway S2,000. If X is less 
than 99, say 94, then it’s better not to place S20 on A&B 
because the final payoff is S1,900. If X is larger than 99, say 
104, then it's better to place S20 on A&B because the final 
payoff is S2,100. For the racetrack operator, it's better all 
players simply place Win on A and then Win on B because 
based on, say 15% Win take-out, the total gain is S3.00 plus 
S30 while based on, say 25% Double take-out, only a single 
gain of $5.00. But Double will be offered to please horse 
players and many of them probably won't use all of cashed 
S200 to bet on B. 
0159. Now let the above wagering be non-pari-mutuel. 
Odds X to 1 becomes winning probability 1/(x+1). If both 
As and B's winning probability are W(A)=W(B)=/10, then 
Double on A&B is W(AB)=1/100. Should the game operator 
set different house edge based type of bets, say 3% on 1-Race 
bet, 5% on 2-Race bet, 8% or 10% on 3-Race bet? If so, to 
place $20 on A&B will result in S1900, while first $20 Winon 
A, then put all cashed S194 on B result in S1881.80. There is 
a S19.20 difference. But since the range of winning probabil 
ity is not simply a matter of bet type while payoff is always 
operator's burden, it is more Scientific to assign house edge 
not according to bet types but rather based on winning prob 
ability as follows: 
0160 Let house edge bee% and x=1/p where p is winning 
probability. 
(0161 e=2+X/2 for 0<x<=5 (see FIG. 12A) 
(0162 e-4.5+(x-5)/10 for 5<x<=10 (see FIG. 12A) 
(0163 e=4+(n+1)*n/2+(n+1)*X/10 (n+1) for 10<x with 
integer n satisfying 10*nkx<=10 (n+1) (see FIG. 12B). Note 
that * is multiplication, is exponentiation. 
(0164. By this formula, e=5 for X=10 while e=4+2+(100 
10)/90=7 for X=100 implying n=1, the $20 bet on A&B will 
result in payoff $20*100*(100-7)%=S1860 while first $20 
Winon A, then puts all cashed $20*10*(100-5)%=S190 on B 
will result in only S190*10*(100-5)%=S1805. There is a $55 
difference which makes the 2-Race bet incentive. Besides, the 
credit also allows the hanging bet holder to have second 
thoughts, for example, giving up B, using 100% of 
$20*10–$200 credit applied evenly to C with winning prob 
ability p=W(C)=t/s as well as to D with winning probability 
p=W(D)=/4. Consequently, payoff for A&C is $200*100%* 
(100-e(AC))%/(#Race2cr. W(A)* W(C))=$468.00 where 
e(AC)=4+2+2*50/100–7 while payoff for A&D is 
200*100%*(100-e(AD)) %/(#Race2cr. W(A)*W(D)) 
=S372.80 where e(AD)=4+2+2*40/100–6.8. Comparatively, 
if the player first bets S20 on A and then puts all cashed 
$20*10*(100-5)%=S190 evenly on C and D, the result will 
be $95*(100-e(C))%/W(C))=$453.62 for C where e(C)=4+ 
5/2=4.5, and S95*(100-e(D)) %/W(D))=$364.80 for D 
where e(D)=2+4/2=4. Thus, to place first a $202-Race bet on 
A&B, then use 100% credit to bet on C and D has an advan 
tage of $468.00-$453.62=S14.38 for C and S372.80-$364. 
80-$8.00 for D than to place $20 1-Race beton A, and then to 
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put cashed S190 evenly on C and D. But allowing credit 
wagering also gives the operator a passive chance to reduce 
the risk of a S1,860 payoff. 

More Numerical Examples 
0.165. After the importance of house edge has been clari 
fied above, let's see three cases using bet slips, but without 
any house edge to make the calculation less complicated. 
(0166 First, turn to the 1-Race W/P/S bet ticket shown in 
FIG. 2A. Track length 1415 1614 15 1614 1516. Winning 
probabilities and S1.00 payoff without house edge are shown 
in FIG.9A. The player makes S10 Win bets on #3, #4, S5, #7, 
#8, for their chances are neither best two nor least two: S10 
Place bets on #3, #4, S5, #7, for their chances are neither best 
two, nor least three; and S10 Show bets on #6, #7, S8, #9, for 
their chances are the least four. Total cost: S130. 
0167. After the first round of advancements, track length 
12 13 11 13 11 13 10 11 11 and winning probabilities as 
shown in FIG.9B. The player makes Second chance bets as 
follows: S15 Win on #2, #9, for among four unselected their 
chances are now in the middle; S15 Place on #1, #2, #8, for 
among five unselected their chances are now in the middle; 
S15 Show on #2, #4, for among five unselected their chances 
are now the least two. Total cost: S105. 
(0168 After the second round of advancements, track 
length99511107898 and winning probabilities as shown 
in FIG.9C. The player makes Last chance bets as follows: S20 
Win on #1, for #1 has less chance than #6 and there will be a 
Win payoffunless #6 finishes first; S15 Place on both leftover 
#6 and #9, for there will be two Place payoffs regardless of 
any finishing order; S15 Show on #1, #5 but not on #3, for #3 
has now the best chance to be on the board and has beenbeton 
to finish first or second at the beginning. Total cost: S80. 
0169. The race proceeds as shown in FIG. 4C with finish 
ing order: 3-5-8. Payoffs under e=0: 
(0170 Regular Win on #3: S10/0.073085=S136.83, 
(0171 Regular Place on #5: S10/0.179608–S55.68, 
(0172 Regular Show on #8: S10/0.169411=S59.03, 
(0173 Last chance Show on #5: S15/0.169760=S88.36. 
(0174 Net win: S339.90-$315.00-$24.90. Without any 
make-up bets, the player could have won $121.54. Although 
all second chance bets are losing and only one last chance bet 
is winning, the player's strategy of playing slightly against 
odds at the beginning with middle odds make-ups later on is 
Successful. Suppose the player makes neither second nor last 
chance bet and 6-1-2 is the finishing order, only Show on #6 
pays $59,37 so that it will be a net loss of S71.63. 
(0175 Second, turn to 3-Race Win/Place/Show bet ticket 
as shown in FIG.5A with Race 1 Track: 1514161215 1613 
1413, Race 2 Track: 13 1415 12 1415 14 11 13, Race 3 
Track: 12 15 14 14 11 13 15 12 14. There are iRace1=9, 
iRace2=6, #Race3-6 selections forming 324 bets of S0.10 
each. Winning probabilities and S1.00 payoff without house 
edge are shown in FIGS. 10 A to C. 
(0176). As shown in FIG. 5B, the finishing order of Race 1 
is 9-4-2. For each of HRace2 HRace3=36 
(0177. 13(9) bet earns credit Sa/W1(9))=S0.10/0. 
063994=S1.56, 
(0178 14(9) bet earns credit Sa/P1(9))=S0.10/0. 
176369–S0.57, 
(0179 14(4) bet earns credit Sa/P1(4))=S0.10/0. 
482636=S0.21, 
0180 15(2) bet earns credit Sa/S1(2))=S0.10/0. 
531571=S0.19. 
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0181. Thus, total credit for Race2 is 36*($1.56+S0.57+0. 
21+S0.19)=$91.08 to be applied evenly to #Race2cr-24, 
based on HRace3–6 and 4 selections shown on revised bet 
ticket in FIG.5B, which will be modified by r2–40. Thus, the 
bet amount of each of Race2 credit bet is Sb-S1.518. 
0182. The finishing order of Race 2 is 8-3-5 as shown in 
FIG.S.B. For each of HRace=6 
0183. 13(9)24(3) bet earns credit Sa(100-r2)%/W1(9) 
*P2(3))=S6.85, 
0184) 14(9)24(3) bet earns credit Sa (100-r2)%/P1(9) 
*P2(3))=$2.49, 
0185. 14(4)24(3) bet earns credit Sa(100-r2) %/P1(4) 
*P2(3))=S0.98, 
0186 15(2)24(3) bet earns credit Sa (100-r2)%/S1(2) 
*P2(3))=S0.82, 
0187 Credit 23'(8) bet earns credit Sb/W2(8))=$1.518/0. 
175024=S8.67, 
0188 Credit 25'(5) bet earns credit Sb/S2(5)=$1.518/0. 
235294=S6.34. 
(0189 Total credit for Race3 is 6*($6.85+$2.49+S0.98+ 
S0.82+$8.67+S6.34)=6*$26.15-S156.90 to be evenly 
applied to iRace3cr-24, based on 4 selections shown on 
revised bet ticket in FIG. 5B, which will be modified by 
r3=60. Thus, the bet amount of each of Race3 credit bet is 
Sc=S23.535. 
0.190 Assume that the finishing order of Race 3 is 3-8-6. 
No house edge payoffs: 
(0191) 13(9)24(3)35(3) bet pays Sa (100-r2)%*(100-r3) 
%/(W1(9)*P2(3)*S3(3))=S0.75, 
(0192 14(9)24(3)35(3) bet pays Sa (100-r2)%*(100-r3) 
%/(P1(9)*P2(3)*S3(3))=$2.74, 
(0193 14(4)24(3)35(3) bet pays Sa (100-r2)%*(100-r3) 
%/(P1(4)*P2(3)*S3(3))=S1.00, 
(0194 15(2)24(3)35(3) bet pays Sa (100-r2)%*(100-r3) 
%/(S1(2)*P2(3)*S3(3))=S0.91 
(0195 Credit 23'(8)35(3) bet pays Sb (100-r3)%/(W2(8) 
*S3(3))=$9.57 
(0196) Credit 25'(5)35(3) bet pays Sb'(100-r3)%/(S2(5) 
*S3(3))=S7.01 
(0197) Credit 34"(3) bet pays Sc/P3(3)=$113.69 
(0198 Credit 34'(8) bet pays Sc/P3(8)=$120.08. 
(0199 Last, turn to 3-Race Tricta/Exacta/Tricta bet ticket 
as shown in FIG. 6A with Race 1 Track: 1416 11 1 0 1512 13 
15 11, Race 2 Track: 13 15 15 12 13 12 11 13 12, Race 3 
Track: 16 1415 15 15 14 14 14 13. There are iRace1=75, 
#Race2=28, #Race5–36 selections forming 75,600 bets of 
S0.01 each. Winning probabilities required for calculation 
below are shown in FIGS. 11A to C. 
(0200 FIG. 6B shows the finishing order of Race 1: 6-1-7. 
Each of HRace2HRace=1008 
0201 13(6)14(1)15(7) bet earns credit Sa/p1=S0.01/0. 
000096=S104.1667. 
(0202 Total credit is $105,000 to be applied evenly to 
#Race2cr–22*36–792 credit bets modified by r2=60 so that 
Sb=132.58*60%=S79.545. 
0203 FIG. 6B shows the finishing order of Race 2: 3-2-4. 
Each of HRace=36 

0204 13(6)14(1)15(7)23(3)24(2) bet earns credit Sa 
(100-r2)%/*(p1*p2)=S001*40%/(0.000096*0.000734) 
=S56766.58. 
0205 Total credit is $2,043,597 to be applied evenly to 
#Race5cr 320 credit bets modified by r3–80 so that Sc=S6, 
386.24*80%=S5,108.99. 
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(0206. There are 36+320–356 out of 504 possible out 
comes producing winner. Let's see three of them. 
0207 (1) Assume finishing order 2-4-8. Credit 33'(2)34' 
(4)35'(8) bet pays Sc/p3-S2,953,516 
(0208 (2) Assume finishing order 2-9-1. Credit 33'(2)34(9) 
35(1) bet pays Sc/p3=S1,671,572 
(0209 (3) Assume finishing order 7-2-5. 13(6)14(1)15(7) 
23(3)24(2)33(7)34(2)35(5) bet pays Sa (100-r2) %*(100 
r3)%/(p1*p2*p3)=$0.01*0.4*02*/(p1*p2*p3)=$7,073,716 
0210. Due to high odds all three payoffs are over a million 
dollars. If no credit is applied, and 7-2-5 is Race 3 finishing 
order, then payoff is more than 88 million dollars. 

CONCLUSION 

0211. The preferred embodiment described above pro 
vides an extremely low operation cost game to be easily run 
by an existing or future kenoflottery kind of operator. Its 
automatic version can be easily integrated into some existing 
casino multi-game video machines. 
0212. As explained, the method presented here allows us 
to place bets just as in U.S. Pat. No. 5,795.226. What missing 
there, but available here are: 1. There is no need to set up a 
physical race course with racing action for all players. 2. 
Anyone can start an individual race anytime. 3. Each player 
can set up a race course with own preferred number of racers 
and individual finish lines. 4. Credit to place optional, free 
make-up bets. 
0213 Naturally an inventor is not to rule how a game 
operator should make profit. But it is necessary to provide 
payoff calculation based on winning probability and house 
edge. Since a non-pari-mutuel game's popularity depends 
greatly on house edge, a thoughtfully constructed house edge 
formula is included. It is attractive and fair that the house edge 
increases inversely proportional to the winning probability, 
and no house edge will be charged till at payoff. Sophisticated 
players can enjoy beating probability free of charge as long as 
possible while the operator is always protected by the final 
house edge charge. 
0214. The invention is a game of any desired probability. 
Nowadays there are people everywhere interested in playing 
probability game without real big money gambling. So a 
game operator can organize prize tournaments to let them 
each start with a fixed imaginary bankroll and try to reach the 
best winning result within a given period of time. 
0215. Following the step by step derivation of probability 
formulae one can easily set up games similar to the one 
precisely described above. First, rolled numbers are not nec 
essarily 1 to 6, it can be 0 to 5 or any other positive or negative 
integers where negative ones mean backward motion. Sec 
ond, a roll is not necessarily to generate six numbers, it can be 
more or less. One can similarly define (n,S)-sequences, R(n, 
s), stand-by and winning sequences, and P(n,S) etc. Third, 
since Tr(i) is a variable, the maximal track length is not 
necessarily equal to 16. Fourth, the number of racers is not 
necessarily 9. If it is q instead of 9, then in A(n,i)=P(n.Tr(i)) 
*ch(ni) we let i goes from 1 to q instead of 1 to 9; —every 
where modulo 9 becomes modulo q . One can similarly 
form Brm(n,i,j) and Cm (n,i,j,k) to calculate all kinds of prob 
abilities for racers i, j, k finishing first, second and third. 
Besides, in the same art of forming Cm (n,i,j,k), one can form 
Dm(n,i,j,k,l), Em(n,i,j,k,l.h) etc. to calculate the probability 
of a racer finishing 4th, 5th, etc. So that betting can be so 
called Superfacta Super high 5 etc. In that case a race will end 
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after 4, 5 or more racers reach their finish lines. And, multi 
races can be 4-race, 5-race, etc. 
0216. In the above description there is no credit bet offered 
between two rounds of advancements. But in order to gain 
credit a player can place a multi-race bet with race courses set 
So short that each race may end within one round of advance 
ment. 

0217 Thus, the scope of the invention should be deter 
mined by the appended claims and their legal equivalents, 
rather than by examples given. 

I claim: 
1. A method of playing a race game comprising the steps of 
providing a plurality of bet slips, 

said bet slip containing a race course with a plurality of 
racers, 

said bet slip requiring a player to mark one finish line for 
each said racer, 

permitting players to Submit said bet slips with wagering 
money in exchange for bet tickets, 

determining a plurality of random numbers, 
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advancing said racers on the race course of each individual 
said bet ticket according to said plurality of random 
numbers, 

determining race results of each said bet ticket and payoff 
of every bet based on advancement probabilities of said 
racers modified by house edge. 

2. The method of claim 1 and further comprising the steps 
of 

providing calculation of credit for a hanging bet based on 
advancement probabilities of said racers where a bet is 
defined as hanging if after the last round of racer 
advancement it remains in a position to become winner 
at the end, 

permitting the holder of a said hanging betto abandon own 
Selected percentage of said hanging bet in exchange for 
said credit to place free bets. 

3. The method of claim 1 and further by means of a video 
game machine or personal computer. 

4. The method of claim 2 and further by means of a video 
game machine or personal computer. 

c c c c c 


